It takes a little focus and a lot of effort and let us also say, bravery, to move out of a perpetual state of ignorance and start to crawl one's way out of the darkness into a place to understand things better.

Indeed, to start looking into Satanism and related things is as if a sheep goes out of the fold and for the first time in its life, it is alone - there is nobody there, just a faint voice that tells it that there is something out of the fold. These things do happen when an invisible providence inside man or outside of him is prompted to move out of their comfort zone and start searching.

Unfortunately in the above, and because the system in place knows this very well, they have put all sorts of stables for someone to get lost into and essentially reach no actual self-awareness or realization into themselves.

What the system hates is creativity, asking questions, and people thinking for themselves, and long story short, we have Satan as a symbol of a villain in our systems because simply what is Satan doing in the stories of the enemy?

Thinking for himself, going against mass established illogical order, trying to elevate himself past ignorance, provides knowledge and enlightenment instead of blind and idle submission. As such, Satan is hated. And who wrote these stories about all of this?

The whole meme about Satan and the above being so terribly evil, while it was actually the prototype of the thinking man of the Renascence and the "Heroic Godman" in Ancient Civilizations, is the criminalized notion of jewish religions which are branded under the term Abrahamic - Islam, Christianity and Judaism.

The above systems created a system where the higher moral is to be the most servile slave, an Anti-Roman, Anti-Pagan, Anti-Life reaction and a system expressing the soul of those that we morally are opposed to, the jews, who author this idea.

Likewise, the above system materially and politically, has also some owners who made the above hoaxes, as they won a battle for the minds of the weak, putting others in the front to fight their wars for them, their brainwashed tools, as typical cowards.

And if one criticizes them or moves away, one is walking on the thin ice: One is a revolutionary, a scoundrel, and someone would also say, an "Anti-Semite", as one has already has done the trespassing that leads towards "Hell" - To question the hebrew god and his Abraham.
The morals of Abrahamism are morals of submission to corrupt, irrational authority, that indeed seeks to do nothing but heap curses and destruction on people as it sees fit, as the "God" of the Hebrews does in the bible.
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If we indeed as a society had ingested this system and followed its irrationality to the letter, like the bible, we would be in the Middle Ages or the Stone age, as any longing for man to live and learn is just criminalized if it falls outside this context.

Systems born and feeding upon the servility, ignorance, and stupidity of people are weak systems that require even weaker people to survive. Our morals socially have become morals that are against life, against existence, and against all development. The weaker, the stupider, the more retarded, and the more failed one is, the closer and more beloved is one to the "Hebrew God", and the more one thinks, develops, or advances themselves and society, the more they are moving towards "Hell".

The more one listens to common sense or looks for the hidden and the otherworldly, and seeks spirituality, the more detested and cursed one is by the Hebrew "God", who, for whatever reason, in the claimed mental game of authority he projects, looks like he has a lot to hide.

For an "All powerful" who cannot even cure the simple flu in his billions of followers, and whose best miracle is for someone to find their lost car keys, one quickly understands that we are talking about a hoax and a fraud here. This requires painful self-honesty, as this joke is based on top of emotional games that are hard to break out from, in particular, the use of "love" and the use of systematic fear. Were it not for false love and the threat of eternal damnation, the hebrew gods would have no followers.

As such, maintaining false love that is rooted in hellfire and permanent damnation is a necessity, as is the necessity of a criminal to daze their victims in order to proceed with the crime.

As time progresses one finds themselves soulless, destitute, and totally broken due to repeated lying. Those who are brave and cannot take this anymore then move away. Those who are fine with lying, they stay, and they get absorbed into the lies that are all too evident.

Eventually, coming into the above awareness and finding the emptiness therein, one either becomes an atheist or seeks an alternative. That is a choice only for the few, the brave, and in many ways, it is condemned. The more one goes towards to awakening, the more one comes at odds with a system built on top of slavery, as one returning into health in a village full of sickly people is looked
upon as an enemy.

What also happens is that most of the time people only replay the same fraud with different background music. First one was a pacifist in Christ, then one becomes a pacifist in Buddha. Then, one becomes an Atheist but also again a humanitarian pacifist. The mental image of the serf remains, until one is either stuck or wants to go onward and carry a full internal revolution somehow, to break free.

In the Ancient Pagan religions, there was a bigger virtue and this was Bravery. Bravery, not only for stupid reasons, but for reasons emotional and mental, but also reasons for security of the land, the nation, and the values of power and life these cultures held dear. Today, the virtue lies in being a coward, in hiding from one's self, and the more cowardly one is, the more one is "rewarded" by a life of serfdom and brutality by those who abuse power to literally no purpose.

Some people claim that Satanism "Scares them" and they claim they have reasons to be scared. These reasons have nothing to do with Satan or with Satanism however, in reality. Introspection, increasing personal power, and dealing with Gods that exist can be quite the awakenings.

But those who do not want to awaken will just permanently sleep in a nightmare. And those of us who have awoke to the nightmares, do not want to be going back, nor retreat.

It's as if one is a total liar unto themselves and one day they are confronted with a truth. People can more easily go and die in minefields or wars than it takes courage to face one's self and what is totally "unknown", especially spiritually. This is the greatest journey to take, the most rewarding, and of course, can look as the scariest.

But what is scarier than never taking a journey? Some people would agree that that is worse of a fate, and they want to move away.

Some people who are willing to take this perceived "risk" understand that there is no beating in any of this - just a necessary procedure for awakening. Satan welcomes these people and to their amazement there is no being with horns, nor any ghoulish thing on the other side, just a beautiful, exhilarating, and truly spiritual place of learning, self-empowerment, self-awareness.

As much as one is scared of self-realization or understanding, so much one will be scared about Satan. In reality, there is nothing "evil" or "scary" about Satan in Himself, quite the contrary.

The reality is that this law will be eternal: The truth will give itself to the brave, and not to the slaves and the fools. And that in order to make this happen, one has to embark into the journey of self-awareness and self-empowerment, all the way from the darkness towards the sun.
The question to ask one's self is this: Is it scarier to move towards enlightenment like an Eagle, or to die in one's sleep ignorant like a worm, buried in the earth?

Are you a warrior, or are you a slave? Are you meant for freedom, or are you meant for eternal slavery under weak and ugly masters?

The Truth does not belong to anyone who is not willing to go down to Hades to claim it. And Satan, our God, God of Warriors and Wise Sages, does not look up to any slaves, and He desires none. Satan's Truth is not for the slaves, but for the Brave.

Praised be Satan, the God of the Free, the spirit of Warriors, honest and eternal, our Father since time immemorial.

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666

HAIL SATAN!!!!
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